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This handbook provides a straightforward introduction to
spectroscopy, showing what it can do and how it does it,
together with a clear, integrated and objective account of
the wealth of information that can be derived from
spectra. The sequence of chapters covers a wide range
of the electromagnetic spectrum, and the physical
processes involved, from nuclear phenomena to
molecular rotation processes. - A day-by-day laboratory
guide: its design based on practical knowledge of
spectroscopists at universities, industries and research
institutes - A well-structured information source
containing methods and applications sections framed by
sections on general topics - Guides users to a decision
about which spectroscopic method and which
instrumentation will be the most appropriate to solve their
own practical problem - Rapid access to essential
information - Correct analysis of a huge number of
measured spectra data and smart use of such
information sources as databases and spectra libraries
Presents an introduction to modern NMR methods at a
level suited to organic and inorganic chemists engaged
in the solution of structural and mechanistic problems.
The book assumes familiarity only with the simple use of
proton and carbon spectra as sources of structural
information and describes the advantages of pulse and
Fourier transform spectroscopy which form the basis of
all modern NMR experiments. Discussion of key
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experiments is illustrated by numerous examples of the
solutions to real problems. The emphasis throughout is
on the practical side of NMR and the book will be of
great use to chemists engaged in both academic and
industrial research who wish to realise the full
possibilities of the new wave NMR.
Understanding NMR SpectroscopyJohn Wiley & Sons
This text is aimed at people who have some familiarity
with high-resolution NMR and who wish to deepen their
understanding of how NMR experiments actually ‘work’.
This revised and updated edition takes the same
approach as the highly-acclaimed first edition. The text
concentrates on the description of commonly-used
experiments and explains in detail the theory behind how
such experiments work. The quantum mechanical tools
needed to analyse pulse sequences are introduced set
by step, but the approach is relatively informal with the
emphasis on obtaining a good understanding of how the
experiments actually work. The use of two-colour printing
and a new larger format improves the readability of the
text. In addition, a number of new topics have been
introduced: How product operators can be extended to
describe experiments in AX2 and AX3 spin systems,
thus making it possible to discuss the important APT,
INEPT and DEPT experiments often used in carbon-13
NMR. Spin system analysis i.e. how shifts and couplings
can be extracted from strongly-coupled (second-order)
spectra. How the presence of chemically equivalent
spins leads to spectral features which are somewhat
unusual and possibly misleading, even at high magnetic
fields. A discussion of chemical exchange effects has
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been introduced in order to help with the explanation of
transverse relaxation. The double-quantum spectroscopy
of a three-spin system is now considered in more detail.
Reviews of the First Edition “For anyone wishing to
know what really goes on in their NMR experiments, I
would highly recommend this book” – Chemistry World
“…I warmly recommend for budding NMR
spectroscopists, or others who wish to deepen their
understanding of elementary NMR theory or theoretical
tools” – Magnetic Resonance in Chemistry
Spin Dynamics: Basics of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance,
Second Edition is a comprehensive and modern
introduction which focuses on those essential principles
and concepts needed for a thorough understanding of
the subject, rather than the practical aspects. The
quantum theory of nuclear magnets is presented within a
strong physical framework, supported by figures. The
book assumes only a basic knowledge of complex
numbers and matrices, and provides the reader with
numerous worked examples and exercises to encourage
understanding. With the explicit aim of carefully
developing the subject from the beginning, the text starts
with coverage of quarks and nucleons and progresses
through to a detailed explanation of several important
NMR experiments, including NMR imaging, COSY,
NOESY and TROSY. Completely revised and updated,
the Second Edition features new material on the
properties and distributions of isotopes, chemical shift
anisotropy and quadrupolar interactions, Pake patterns,
spin echoes, slice selection in NMR imaging, and a
complete new chapter on the NMR spectroscopy of
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quadrupolar nuclei. New appendices have been included
on Euler angles, and coherence selection by field
gradients. As in the first edition, all material is heavily
supported by graphics, much of which is new to this
edition. Written for undergraduates and postgraduate
students taking a first course in NMR spectroscopy and
for those needing an up-to-date account of the subject,
this multi-disciplinary book will appeal to chemical,
physical, material, life, medical, earth and environmental
scientists. The detailed physical insights will also make
the book of interest for experienced spectroscopists and
NMR researchers. • An accessible and carefully written
introduction, designed to help students to fully
understand this complex and dynamic subject • Takes a
multi-disciplinary approach, focusing on basic principles
and concepts rather than the more practical aspects •
Presents a strong pedagogical approach throughout,
with emphasis placed on individual spins to aid
understanding • Includes numerous worked examples,
problems, further reading and additional notes Praise
from the reviews of the First Edition: "This is an excellent
book... that many teachers of NMR spectroscopy will
cherish... It deserves to be a ‘classic’ among NMR
spectroscopy texts." NMR IN BIOMEDICINE "I strongly
recommend this book to everyone...it is probably the
best modern comprehensive description of the subject."
ANGEWANDTE CHEMIE, INTERNATIONAL EDITION
Practical NMR Spectroscopy Laboratory Guide is
designed to provide non-expert NMR users, typically
graduate students in chemistry, an introduction to
various facets of practical solution-state NMR
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spectroscopy. Each chapter offers a series of hands-on
exercises, introducing various NMR concepts and
experiments and guiding the reader in running these
experiments using an NMR spectrometer. The book is
written for use with a Bruker NMR spectrometer running
TopSpin software versions 1 or 2. This practical resource
functions both as a text for instructors of a practical NMR
course and also as a reference for spectrometer
administrators or NMR facility directors when doing user
training. This guide serves as serve as excellent,
practical resource on its own or as a companion book to
Timothy Claridge’s High-Resolution NMR Techniques in
Organic Chemistry, 2nd Edition (Elsevier, 2009). Written
by experts in solution-state NMR spectroscopy Provides
step-by-step instructions for more than 50 activities using
a Bruker NMR spectrometer Includes detailed
appendices and sample questions for lab reports
The renowned Oxford Chemistry Primers series, which
provides focused introductions to a range of important
topics in chemistry, has been refreshed and updated to
suit the needs of today's students, lecturers, and
postgraduate researchers. The rigorous, yet accessible,
treatment of each subject area is ideal for those wanting
a primer in a given topic to prepare them for more
advanced study or research. NMR: The Toolkit
describessuccinctly the range of NMR techniques
commonly used in modern research to probe the
structures and properties of molecules in liquids.
Emphasis is placed throughout on how these
experiments actually work, givinga unique perspective on
this powerful experimental tool.
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The isolation and structural characterization of
substances present at very low concentrations, as is
necessary to satisfy regulatory requirements for
pharmaceutical drug degradants and impurities, can
present scientific challenges. The coupling of HPLC with
NMR spectroscopy has been at the forefront of cuttingedge technologies to address these issues. LC-NMR:
Expanding the Limits of Structure Elucidation presents a
comprehensive overview of key concepts in HPLC and
NMR that are required to achieve definitive structure
elucidation with very low levels of analytes. Because skill
sets from both of these highly established disciplines are
involved in LC-NMR, the author provides introductory
background to facilitate readers’ proficiency in both
areas, including an entire chapter on NMR theory. The
much-anticipated second edition provides guidance in
setting up LC-NMR systems, discussion of LC methods
that are compatible with NMR, and an update on recent
hardware and software advances for system
performance, such as improvements in magnet design,
probe technology, and solvent suppression techniques
that enable unprecedented mass sensitivity in NMR. This
edition features methods to quantify concentration and
assess purity of isolated metabolites on the micro scale
and incorporates computational approaches to
accelerate the structure elucidation process. The author
also includes implementation and application of qNMR
and automated and practical use of computational
chemistry combined with QM and DFT to predict highly
accurate NMR chemical shifts. The text focuses on
current developments in chromatographic-NMR
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integration, with particular emphasis on utility in the
pharmaceutical industry. Applications include trace
analysis, analysis of mixtures, and structural
characterization of degradation products, impurities,
metabolites, peptides, and more. The text discusses
novel uses and emerging technologies that challenge
detection limits as well future directions for this important
technique. This book is a practical primary resource for
NMR structure determination—including theory and
application—that guides the reader through the steps
required for isolation and NMR structure elucidation on
the micro scale.
Through numerous examples, the principles of the
relationship between chemical structure and the NMR
spectrum are developed in a logical, step-by-step fashion
Includes examples and exercises based on real NMR
data including full 600 MHz one- and two-dimensional
datasets of sugars, peptides, steroids and natural
products Includes detailed solutions and explanations in
the text for the numerous examples and problems and
also provides large, very detailed and annotated sets of
NMR data for use in understanding the material
Describes both simple aspects of solution-state NMR of
small molecules as well as more complex topics not
usually covered in NMR books such as complex splitting
patterns, weak long-range couplings, spreadsheet
analysis of strong coupling patterns and resonance
structure analysis for prediction of chemical shifts
Advanced topics include all of the common twodimensional experiments (COSY, ROESY, NOESY,
TOCSY, HSQC, HMBC) covered strictly from the point of
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view of data interpretation, along with tips for parameter
settings
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is one
of the most powerful and widely used techniques in
chemical research for investigating structures and
dynamics of molecules. Advanced methods can even be
utilized for structure determinations of biopolymers, for
example proteins or nucleic acids. NMR is also used in
medicine for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The
method is based on spectral lines of different atomic
nuclei that are excited when a strong magnetic field and
a radiofrequency transmitter are applied. The method is
very sensitive to the features of molecular structure
because also the neighboring atoms influence the
signals from individual nuclei and this is important for
determining the 3D-structure of molecules. This new
edition of the popular classic has a clear style and a
highly practical, mostly non-mathematical approach.
Many examples are taken from organic and
organometallic chemistry, making this book an invaluable
guide to undergraduate and graduate students of organic
chemistry, biochemistry, spectroscopy or physical
chemistry, and to researchers using this well-established
and extremely important technique. Problems and
solutions are included.
In addition to capillary gas chromatography and GC-MS,
carbon-13 NMR spectroscopy provides an alternative
method for essential oils analysis. The excellent visual
spacing of the signals enables oil samples to be
analyzed without preliminary separation of their
components. Also, information relating to the molecular
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structure of the oil constituents can be ascertained from
the measured chemical shifts. This second edition clearly
demonstrates the power of the technique in the
characterization of essential oils, based on 60 sample
oils chosen for their industrial importance together with
the 188 carbon-13 NMR spectra of significant
components. Supporting data are presented using
capillary gas chromatography. Key features of the
Second Edition: * 18 new essential oils are included, five
oils are replaced and five oils with less or little
importance are deleted * Revision of numerous analyses
taken over from the 1st edition * Capillary gas
chromatograms of 60 commercially important essential
oils * Qualitative and quantitative analytical results of
those essential oils * Carbon-13 NMR analyses of those
essential oils without separation of their components *
Carbon-13 NMR spectra of 188 most important oil
constituents are given (67 are new in the 2nd edition)
This collection of 13C NMR and GC data is aimed at
essential oils and natural products chemists, NMR
research groups, university departments of chemistry,
pharmacy, botany, and food science, as well as those
working in the essential oils, perfumes, flavours and food
technology industries.
An updated guide to the most current information
available for determining how to use NMR spectroscopy
to differentiate chiral compounds Differentiation of Chiral
Compounds Using NMR Spectroscopy offers a
thoroughly revised second edition to the essential
volume that puts the focus on the chiral systems that are
commercially available and have been widely vetted for
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use in NMR spectroscopy. The text covers a broad range
of reagents that make it possible to determine the
enantiomeric purity and assign the absolute configuration
of many classes of compounds. Comprehensive in
scope, the text describes the chiral NMR differentiating
agents as derivatizing agents, solvating agents, metalbased reagents and liquid crystals and gels, and
explains the range and types of compounds for which
they can be used for analysis. New to this edition are the
most recent findings in the field as well as the
development of advanced NMR measurement
techniques that allow for the simplification of complex
spectra resulting in more readily identified
enantiodifferentiation. This important resource: Includes
the most recent coverage of a large range of compounds
that can be analyzed using chiral NMR reagents
Explores the use of chiral NMR reagents and explains
their relationship to the stereochemistry of the analyzed
molecules Offers the essential information needed to
help decide which method is the best NMR method to
apply to a class or molecules Contains experimental
strategies for using the reagents that are likely to
improve the quality of the results Differentiation of Chiral
Compounds Using NMR Spectroscopy is a
comprehensive guide designed for investigators planning
to use NMR spectroscopy to determine enantiomeric
purity or assign the absolute configuration of a
compound.
With a foreword by J. D. Roberts Written by an NMR
expert with long-standing teaching experience, the first
edition of this textbook has been a huge success. New
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features of this thoroughly revised and substantially
enlarged second edition include * NMR spectroscopy of
nuclides other than 1H and 13C * 'reverse' procedures
for recording spectra Chemists, biologists, physicians,
pharmacists and technical assistants will find this new
edition even more useful for their daily work. From
reviews of the first edition: 'This book is a pleasure to
read and if it does not arouse the student's interest, then
it is difficult to see what could. It is clearly written and
illustrated ... good value and essential reading for
anyone wanting to know more about NMR.' Chemistry in
Britain 'Another paperback that I would advise students
to buy ... [it] can be recommended for general purchase
by all chemists.' New Scientist
The renowned Oxford Chemistry Primers series, which
provides focused introductions to a range of important
topics in chemistry, has been refreshed and updated to
suit the needs of today's students, lecturers, and
postgraduate researchers. The rigorous, yet accessible,
treatment of each subjectarea is ideal for those wanting
a primer in a given topic to prepare them for more
advanced study or research. Moreover, cutting-edge
examples and applications throughout the texts show the
relevance of the chemistry being described to current
research and industry.This new edition of NMR
Spectroscopy in Inorganic Chemistry has been
extensively updated to include worked examples,
problems, self-test questions, and interactive online
questions encouraging active learning and promoting a
deeper understanding. With a concise and accessible
introduction topredicting NMR spectra and expanded
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sections on quadrupolar nuclei, this excellent
introductory text will help students get to grips with the
basics before building on that understanding through
diagrammatic content to explain the more challenging
concepts.Examples are included from many different
areas of inorganic chemistry which are then closely
related to the theory described. By giving a simple
overview of the relevant theory and avoiding the "pattern
recognition" approach frequently used, it demystifies
NMR.
Protein NMR Spectroscopy, Second Edition combines a
comprehensive theoretical treatment of NMR
spectroscopy with an extensive exposition of the
experimental techniques applicable to proteins and other
biological macromolecules in solution. Beginning with
simple theoretical models and experimental techniques,
the book develops the complete repertoire of theoretical
principles and experimental techniques necessary for
understanding and implementing the most sophisticated
NMR experiments. Important new techniques and
applications of NMR spectroscopy have emerged since
the first edition of this extremely successful book was
published in 1996. This updated version includes new
sections describing measurement and use of residual
dipolar coupling constants for structure determination,
TROSY and deuterium labeling for application to large
macromolecules, and experimental techniques for
characterizing conformational dynamics. In addition, the
treatments of instrumentation and signal acquisition, field
gradients, multidimensional spectroscopy, and structure
calculation are updated and enhanced. The book is
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written as a graduate-level textbook and will be of
interest to biochemists, chemists, biophysicists, and
structural biologists who utilize NMR spectroscopy or
wish to understand the latest developments in this field.
Provides an understanding of the theoretical principles
important for biological NMR spectroscopy Demonstrates
how to implement, optimize and troubleshoot modern
multi-dimensional NMR experiments Allows for the
capability of designing effective experimental protocols
for investigations of protein structures and dynamics
Includes a comprehensive set of example NMR spectra
of ubiquitin provides a reference for validation of
experimental methods
Erros I have made; Interpretation of spectra; Symmetry
and exchange; Structure determination using NMR
alone; Structure and mechanism; Hints; Solutions.
Following its well-received predecessor, this book offers
an essential guide to chemists for understanding fluorine
in spectroscopy. With over 1000 compounds and 100
spectra, the second edition adds new data – featuring
fluorine effects on nitrogen NMR, chemical shifts, and
coupling constants. • Explains how to successfully
incorporate fluorine into target molecules and utilize
fluorine substituents to structurally characterize organic
compounds • Includes new data on nitrogen NMR,
focusing on N-15, to portray the influence of fluorine
upon nitrogen NMR chemical shifts and coupling
constants • Expands on each chapter from the first
edition with additional data and updated discussion from
recent findings • "The flawless ordering of material
covered in this stand-alone volume is such that
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information can be found very easily." – Angewandte
Chemie review of the first edition, 2010
High-Resolution NMR Techniques in Organic Chemistry,
Third Edition describes the most important NMR
spectroscopy techniques for the structure elucidation of
organic molecules and the investigation of their
behaviour in solution. Appropriate for advanced
undergraduate and graduate students, research
chemists and NMR facility managers, this thorough
revision covers practical aspects of NMR techniques and
instrumentation, data collection, and spectrum
interpretation. It describes all major classes of one- and
two-dimensional NMR experiments including
homonuclear and heteronuclear correlations, the nuclear
Overhauser effect, diffusion measurements, and
techniques for studying protein–ligand interactions. A
trusted authority on this critical expertise, HighResolution NMR Techniques in Organic Chemistry, Third
Edition is an essential resource for every chemist and
NMR spectroscopist.
Ideas of Quantum Chemistry shows how quantum
mechanics is applied to chemistry to give it a theoretical
foundation. The structure of the book (a TREE-form)
emphasizes the logical relationships between various
topics, facts and methods. It shows the reader which
parts of the text are needed for understanding specific
aspects of the subject matter. Interspersed throughout
the text are short biographies of key scientists and their
contributions to the development of the field. Ideas of
Quantum Chemistry has both textbook and reference
work aspects. Like a textbook, the material is organized
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into digestable sections with each chapter following the
same structure. It answers frequently asked questions
and highlights the most important conclusions and the
essential mathematical formulae in the text. In its
reference aspects, it has a broader range than traditional
quantum chemistry books and reviews virtually all of the
pertinent literature. It is useful both for beginners as well
as specialists in advanced topics of quantum chemistry.
The book is supplemented by an appendix on the
Internet. * Presents the widest range of quantum
chemical problems covered in one book * Unique
structure allows material to be tailored to the specific
needs of the reader * Informal language facilitates the
understanding of difficult topics
This text is aimed at people who have some familiarity
with high-resolution NMR and who wish to deepen their
understanding of how NMR experiments actually ‘work’.
This revised and updated edition takes the same
approach as the highly-acclaimed first edition. The text
concentrates on the description of commonly-used
experiments and explains in detail the theory behind how
such experiments work. The quantum mechanical tools
needed to analyse pulse sequences are introduced set
by step, but the approach is relatively informal with the
emphasis on obtaining a good understanding of how the
experiments actually work. The use of two-colour printing
and a new larger format improves the readability of the
text. In addition, a number of new topics have been
introduced: How product operators can be extended to
describe experiments in AX2 and AX3 spin systems,
thus making it possible to discuss the important APT,
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INEPT and DEPT experiments often used in carbon-13
NMR. Spin system analysis i.e. how shifts and couplings
can be extracted from strongly-coupled (second-order)
spectra. How the presence of chemically equivalent
spins leads to spectral features which are somewhat
unusual and possibly misleading, even at high magnetic
fields. A discussion of chemical exchange effects has
been introduced in order to help with the explanation of
transverse relaxation. The double-quantum spectroscopy
of a three-spin system is now considered in more detail.
Reviews of the First Edition “For anyone wishing to
know what really goes on in their NMR experiments, I
would highly recommend this book” – Chemistry World
“...I warmly recommend for budding NMR
spectroscopists, or others who wish to deepen their
understanding of elementary NMR theory or theoretical
tools” – Magnetic Resonance in Chemistry
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy is the only
"tool" available for the determination of high-resolution
biological molecule structure in solution. This volume
includes methods for expeditiously analyzing the vast
amount of data produced by the new 3D and 4D NMR
techniques and for generating structures from the data
and for assessing the quality of those structures.
Application to various classes of important proteins and
protein-ligand complexes illustrate uses of the
methodology presented. Examination of techniques to
explore the dynamic nature of proteins complete the
volume.
From the initial observation of proton magnetic
resonance in water and in paraffin, the discipline of
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nuclear magnetic resonance has seen unparalleled
growth as an analytical method. Modern NMR
spectroscopy is a highly developed, yet still evolving,
subject which finds application in chemistry, biology,
medicine, materials science and geology. In this book,
emphasis is on the more recently developed methods of
solution-state NMR applicable to chemical research,
which are chosen for their wide applicability and
robustness. These have, in many cases, already become
established techniques in NMR laboratories, in both
academic and industrial establishments. A considerable
amount of information and guidance is given on the
implementation and execution of the techniques
described in this book.
Applications of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
Spectroscopy in Organic Chemistry, Second Edition
focuses on the applications of nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy to problems in organic
chemistry and the theories involved in this kind of
spectroscopy. The book first discusses the theory of
nuclear magnetic resonance, including dynamic and
magnetic properties of atomic nuclei, nuclear resonance,
and relaxation process. The manuscript also examines
the experimental method. Topics include experimental
factors that influence resolution and the shapes of
absorption lines; measurement of line posit...
This is the second edition of a unique book in the field of
in vivo NMR covering in detail the technical and
biophysical aspects of the technique. The contents of the
book are appropriate to both beginners and experienced
users of in vivo NMR spectroscopy. The new edition is
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focussed on bringing the reader practical insights and
advice, but is also geared towards use as a study aid
and in NMR courses. Recent advances in NMR
spectroscopy, like high field NMR, hyperpolarized NMR
and new localization and editing techniques have been
included. An extensive and updated treatment of
radiofrequency pulses is given, together with several
tables and recipes for their generation. Solutions to the
exercises within this text can be found here

Spin Dynamics: Basics of Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance, Second Edition is a comprehensive and
modern introduction which focuses on those
essential principles and concepts needed for a
thorough understanding of the subject, rather than
the practical aspects. The quantum theory of nuclear
magnets is presented within a strong physical
framework, supported by figures. The book assumes
only a basic knowledge of complex numbers and
matrices, and provides the reader with numerous
worked examples and exercises to encourage
understanding. With the explicit aim of carefully
developing the subject from the beginning, the text
starts with coverage of quarks and nucleons and
progresses through to a detailed explanation of
several important NMR experiments, including NMR
imaging, COSY, NOESY and TROSY. Completely
revised and updated, the Second Edition features
new material on the properties and distributions of
isotopes, chemical shift anisotropy and quadrupolar
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interactions, Pake patterns, spin echoes, slice
selection in NMR imaging, and a complete new
chapter on the NMR spectroscopy of quadrupolar
nuclei. New appendices have been included on
Euler angles, and coherence selection by field
gradients. As in the first edition, all material is heavily
supported by graphics, much of which is new to this
edition. Written for undergraduates and postgraduate
students taking a first course in NMR spectroscopy
and for those needing an up-to-date account of the
subject, this multi-disciplinary book will appeal to
chemical, physical, material, life, medical, earth and
environmental scientists. The detailed physical
insights will also make the book of interest for
experienced spectroscopists and NMR researchers.
• An accessible and carefully written introduction,
designed to help students to fully understand this
complex and dynamic subject • Takes a multidisciplinary approach, focusing on basic principles
and concepts rather than the more practical aspects
• Presents a strong pedagogical approach
throughout, with emphasis placed on individual spins
to aid understanding • Includes numerous worked
examples, problems, further reading and additional
notes Praise from the reviews of the First Edition:
"This is an excellent book... that many teachers of
NMR spectroscopy will cherish... It deserves to be a
‘classic’ among NMR spectroscopy texts." NMR IN
BIOMEDICINE "I strongly recommend this book to
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everyone…it is probably the best modern
comprehensive description of the subject."
ANGEWANDTE CHEMIE, INTERNATIONAL
EDITION
Introduce your students to the latest advances in
spectroscopy with the text that has set the standard
in the field for more than three decades:
INTRODUCTION TO SPECTROSCOPY, 5e, by
Donald L. Pavia, Gary M. Lampman, George A. Kriz,
and James R. Vyvyan. Whether you use the book as
a primary text in an upper-level spectroscopy course
or as a companion book with an organic chemistry
text, your students will receive an unmatched,
systematic introduction to spectra and basic
theoretical concepts in spectroscopic methods. This
acclaimed resource features up-to-date spectra; a
modern presentation of one-dimensional nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy; an
introduction to biological molecules in mass
spectrometry; and coverage of modern techniques
alongside DEPT, COSY, and HECTOR. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
This practice-oriented textbook shows how to utilize
the huge variety of NMR experiments available today
in addition to standard experiments. Intended as a
practical guide for students and laboratory
personnel, it treats theoretical aspects only to the
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extent necessary to understand the experiments and
to interpret the results. The book is significantly
revised and expanded for the 2nd edition, and now
includes the nuclei 1H/2H, 13C, 31P, 17O, 15N, 19F,
29Si, 77Se, 113Cd, 117Sn/119Sn, 195Pt, 207Pb
and a new chapter on solid state NMR. An expanded
set of 50 graded problems offers invaluable help for
students, practitioners and laboratory personnel
alike.
This is the second edition of a very successful book
which provides the conceptual and experimental
basis for the interpretation of 13 C NMR spectra.
Presents basic concepts, experimental methodology
and data acquisition, and processing standards of in
vivo NMR spectroscopy This book covers, in detail,
the technical and biophysical aspects of in vivo NMR
techniques and includes novel developments in the
field such as hyperpolarized NMR, dynamic 13C
NMR, automated shimming, and parallel
acquisitions. Most of the techniques are described
from an educational point of view, yet it still retains
the practical aspects appreciated by experimental
NMR spectroscopists. In addition, each chapter
concludes with a number of exercises designed to
review, and often extend, the presented NMR
principles and techniques. The third edition of In Vivo
NMR Spectroscopy: Principles and Techniques has
been updated to include experimental detail on the
developing area of hyperpolarization; a description of
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the semi-LASER sequence, which is now a method
of choice; updated chemical shift data, including the
addition of 31P data; a troubleshooting section on
common problems related to shimming, water
suppression, and quantification; recent
developments in data acquisition and processing
standards; and MatLab scripts on the accompanying
website for helping readers calculate radiofrequency
pulses. Provide an educational explanation and
overview of in vivo NMR, while maintaining the
practical aspects appreciated by experimental NMR
spectroscopists Features more experimental
methodology than the previous edition End-ofchapter exercises that help drive home the principles
and techniques and offer a more in-depth exploration
of quantitative MR equations Designed to be used in
conjunction with a teaching course on the subject In
Vivo NMR Spectroscopy: Principles and Techniques,
3rd Edition is aimed at all those involved in
fundamental and/or diagnostic in vivo NMR, ranging
from people working in dedicated in vivo NMR
institutes, to radiologists in hospitals, researchers in
high-resolution NMR and MRI, and in areas such as
neurology, physiology, chemistry, and medical
biology.
Nuclear magnetic resonsance (NMR) spectrocopy is
the most powerful research tool used in chemistry
today, but many chemists have yet to realize its true
potential. Recent advances in NMR have led to a
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formidable array of new techniques - and acronyms which leaves even the professional spectroscopist
bewildered. How, then, can chemists decide which
approach will solve their particular structural or
mechanistic problem? This book provides a nonmathematical, descriptive approach to modern NMR
spectroscopy, taking examples from organic,
inorganic, and biological chemistry. It also contains
much practical advice about the acquisition and use
of spectra. Starting from the simple 'one pulse'
sequence, the text employs a 'building block'
approach to lead naturally to multiple pulse and twodimensional NMR. Spectra of readily available
compounds illustrate each technique. One- and twodimensional methods are integrated in three
chapters which show how to solve problems by
making connections between spins through bonds,
through space, or through exchange. There are also
chapters on spectrum editing and solids. The final
chapter contains a case history which attempts to
weave the many strands of the text into a coherent
strategy. This second edition reflects the progress
made by NMR in the past few years; there is a
greater emphasis on inorganic nuclei; some twocolour spectra are used; the treatment of
heteronuclear experiments has moved from direct to
'inverse' detection; many new examples and spectra
have been included; and the literature to early 1992
has been covered. An accompanying text, Modern
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NMR spectroscopy: A workbook of chemical
problems, by Jeremy Sanders, Edwin Constable,
and Brian Hunter, is available from OUP. Using a
combination of worked examples and set problems,
this workbook provides a practical guide to the
accurate interpretation of NMR spectra, which will be
of value to students and professional scientists alike.
This work provides a thought-provoking account of
how medical treatments can be tested with unbiased
or 'fair' trials and explains how patients can work with
doctors to achieve this vital goal. It spans the gamut
of therapy from mastectomy to thalidomide and
explores a vast range of case studies.
NMR spectroscopy has proven to be a powerful
technique to study the structure and dynamics of
biological macromolecules. Fundamentals of Protein
NMR Spectroscopy is a comprehensive textbook
that guides the reader from a basic understanding of
the phenomenological properties of magnetic
resonance to the application and interpretation of
modern multi-dimensional NMR experiments on
15N/13C-labeled proteins. Beginning with
elementary quantum mechanics, a set of practical
rules is presented and used to describe many
commonly employed multi-dimensional, multinuclear NMR pulse sequences. A modular analysis
of NMR pulse sequence building blocks also
provides a basis for understanding and developing
novel pulse programs. This text not only covers
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topics from chemical shift assignment to protein
structure refinement, as well as the analysis of
protein dynamics and chemical kinetics, but also
provides a practical guide to many aspects of
modern spectrometer hardware, sample preparation,
experimental set-up, and data processing. End of
chapter exercises are included to emphasize
important concepts. Fundamentals of Protein NMR
Spectroscopy not only offer students a systematic, indepth, understanding of modern NMR spectroscopy
and its application to biomolecular systems, but will
also be a useful reference for the experienced
investigator.
This is a revised reprint of the 2018 second edition.
Chemometrics in Spectroscopy, Second Edition, provides the
reader with the methodology crucial to apply chemometrics to
real world data. It allows scientists using spectroscopic
instruments to find explanations and solutions to their
problems when they are confronted with unexpected and
unexplained results. Unlike other books on these topics, it
explains the root causes of the phenomena that lead to these
results. While books on NIR spectroscopy sometimes cover
basic chemometrics, they do not mention many of the
advanced topics this book discusses. In addition, traditional
chemometrics books do not cover spectroscopy to the point
of understanding the basis for the underlying phenomena.
The second edition has been expanded with 50% more
content covering advances in the field that have occurred in
the last 10 years, including calibration transfer, units of
measure in spectroscopy, principal components, clinical data
reporting, classical least squares, regression models, spectral
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transfer, and more. Written in the column format of the
authors’ online magazine Presents topical and important
chapters for those involved in analysis work, both research
and routine Focuses on practical issues in the implementation
of chemometrics for NIR Spectroscopy Includes a companion
website with 350 additional color figures that illustrate CLS
concepts
NMR of Paramagnetic Molecules: Applications to
Metallobiomolecules and Models, Second Edition is a selfcontained, comprehensive reference for chemists, physicists,
and life scientists whose research involves analyzing
paramagnetic compounds. Since the previous edition of this
book was published, there have been many advancements in
the field of paramagnetic NMR spectroscopy. This completely
updated and expanded edition contains the latest
fundamental theory and methods for mastery of this analytical
technique. Users will learn how to interpret the NMR spectra
of paramagnetic molecules, improve experimental
techniques, and strengthen their understanding of the
underlying theory and applications. Reflects all advances in
the field in a completely updated new edition Presents new
material on self-orientation residual dipolar couplings, solid
state NMR, dynamic nuclear polarization, and paramagnetic
restraints for structure calculations Includes information
relevant to paramagnetic molecules, metallobiomolecules,
paramagnetic compounds, and paramagnetic NMR
spectroscopy Presents specific examples of paramagnetic
inorganic species and experimental techniques for structure
characterization
"The second edition of this book comes with a number of new
figures, passages, and problems. Increasing the number of
figures from 290 to 448 has necessarily added considerable
length, weight, and, expense. It is my hope that the book has
not lost any of its readability and accessibility. I firmly believe
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that most of the concepts needed to learn organic structure
determination using nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy do not require an extensive mathematical
background. It is my hope that the manner in which the
material contained in this book is presented both reflects and
validates this belief"-Nine chapters cover: fundamental principles; experimental
methods; the chemical shift; coupling of nuclear spins;
nuclear relaxation and chemical rate processes; twodimensional nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy;
macromolecules; NMR of solids; special topics. Annotation
copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Solving Problems with NMR Spectroscopy, Second Edition, is
a fully updated and revised version of the best-selling book.
This new edition still clearly presents the basic principles and
applications of NMR spectroscopy with only as much math as
is necessary. It shows how to solve chemical structures with
NMR by giving many new, clear examples for readers to
understand and try, with new solutions provided in the text. It
also explains new developments and concepts in NMR
spectroscopy, including sensitivity problems (hardware and
software solutions) and an extension of the multidimensional
coverage to 3D NMR. The book also includes a series of
applications showing how NMR is used in real life to solve
advanced problems beyond simple small-molecule chemical
analysis. This new text enables organic chemistry students to
choose the most appropriate NMR techniques to solve
specific structures. The problems provided by the authors
help readers understand the discussion more clearly and the
solution and interpretation of spectra help readers become
proficient in the application of important, modern 1D, 2D, and
3D NMR techniques to structural studies. Explains and
presents the most important NMR techniques used for
structural determinations Offers a unique problem-solving
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approach for readers to understand how to solve structure
problems Uses questions and problems, including
discussions of their solutions and interpretations, to help
readers understand the fundamentals and applications of
NMR Avoids use of extensive mathematical formulas and
clearly explains how to implement NMR structure analysis
Foreword by Nobel Prize winner Richard R. Ernst New to This
Edition Key developments in the field of NMR spectroscopy
since the First Edition in 1996 New chapter on sensitivity
enhancement, a key driver of development in NMR
spectroscopy New concepts such as Pulse Field Gradients,
shaped pulses, and DOSY (Diffusion Order Spectroscopy) in
relevant chapters More emphasis on practical aspects of
NMR spectroscopy, such as the use of Shigemi tubes and
various types of cryogenic probes Over 100 new problems
and questions addressing the key concepts in NMR
spectroscopy Improved figures and diagrams More than 180
example problems to solve, with detailed solutions provided
at the end of each chapter
This work elucidates the power of modern nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) techniques to solve a wide range of
practical problems that arise in both academic and industrial
settings. This edition provides current information regarding
the implementation and interpretation of NMR experiments,
and contains material on: three- and four-dimensional NMR;
This book is for those familiar with solution-state NMR who
are encountering solid-state NMR for the first time. It presents
the current understanding and applications of solid-state NMR
with a rigorous but readable approach, making it easy for
someone who merely wishes to gain an overall impression of
the subject without details. This dual requirement is met
through careful construction of the material within each
chapter. The book is divided into two parts: "Fundamentals"
and "Further Applications." The section on Fundamentals
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contains relatively long chapters that deal with the basic
theory and practice of solid-state NMR. The essential
differences and extra scope of solid-state NMR over solutionstate is dealt with in an introductory chapter. The basic
techniques that all chapters rely on are collected into a
second chapter to avoid unnecessary repetition later.
Remaining chapters in the "Fundamentals" part deal with the
major areas of solid-state NMR which all solid-state NMR
spectroscopists should know about. Each begins with an
overview of the topic that puts the chapter in context. The
basic principles upon which the techniques in the chapter rely
are explained in a separate section. Each of these chapters
exemplifies the principles and techniques with the
applications most commonly found in current practice. The
"Further Applications" section contains a series of shorter
chapters which describe the NMR techniques used in other,
more specific areas. The basic principles upon which these
techniques rely will be expounded only if not already in the
Fundamentals part.
Combines clear and concise discussions of key NMR
concepts with succinct and illustrative examples Designed to
cover a full course in Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)
Spectroscopy, this text offers complete coverage of classic
(one-dimensional) NMR as well as up-to-date coverage of twodimensional NMR and other modern methods. It contains
practical advice, theory, illustrated applications, and
classroom-tested problems; looks at such important ideas as
relaxation, NOEs, phase cycling, and processing parameters;
and provides brief, yet fully comprehensible, examples. It also
uniquely lists all of the general parameters for many
experiments including mixing times, number of scans,
relaxation times, and more. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
Spectroscopy: An Introduction to Principles, Applications, and
Experimental Methods, 2nd Edition begins by introducing
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readers to NMR spectroscopy - an analytical technique used
in modern chemistry, biochemistry, and biology that allows
identification and characterization of organic, and some
inorganic, compounds. It offers chapters covering:
Experimental Methods; The Chemical Shift; The Coupling
Constant; Further Topics in One-Dimensional NMR
Spectroscopy; Two-Dimensional NMR Spectroscopy;
Advanced Experimental Methods; and Structural Elucidation.
Features classical analysis of chemical shifts and coupling
constants for both protons and other nuclei, as well as
modern multi?pulse and multi-dimensional methods Contains
experimental procedures and practical advice relative to the
execution of NMR experiments Includes a chapter-long,
worked-out problem that illustrates the application of nearly all
current methods Offers appendices containing the theoretical
basis of NMR, including the most modern approach that uses
product operators and coherence-level diagrams By offering a
balance between volumes aimed at NMR specialists and the
structure-determination-only books that focus on synthetic
organic chemists, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
Spectroscopy: An Introduction to Principles, Applications, and
Experimental Methods, 2nd Edition is an excellent text for
students and post-graduate students working in analytical
and bio-sciences, as well as scientists who use NMR
spectroscopy as a primary tool in their work.
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